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Once upon a time padded headboards were only found in grand hotels.  But 
today this lush hot trend is in our personal bedrooms, customized to fit any 
budget, whether simple or elegant.  And what a statement they make!  Their 
mere existance adds a softness and comfort to a room that otherwise can feel 
quite stark with all the wood pieces. Colour, texture, pattern, or whatever design 
element the décor needs can be provided with a padded headboard, often 
making it the focal point in the room.  
 
Styles and fabric or leather options are endless.  A wide range of design looks, 
from Hollywood regency to tailored masculine are showcased in magazines and 
model homes.  The really tall headboards are ‘in’, along with tufting and nail 
heads. The fact that padded headboards are available in any size, style, colour 
or fabric to fit the room make them very desirable.  Not all rooms can handle 
really tall.  The room dictates the piece.  
 
An upholstered headboard can be mounted to the wall or attached to the 
bedframe. Or, the entire frame can be upholstered. Narrow down the options by 
first asking yourself the following questions: 
 

- What style or shape? Traditional, contemporary, etc… 
- What type of bed? Padded with posts, platform bed, daybed, etc. 
- What size of bed? Twin, full, queen, king… 
- Wall mounted, attached to a metal bedframe, or a complete upholstered  

bed? 
- How big can it be?  Wide, high, shaped, framed, the focal point, etc. 
- Does the room need texture, pattern, or leather? 
- What colour do you have in mind? 
- Will it be tufted or panels?   
- Do you want nail heads?  If so, what colour or size? Double row or single? 
- A framed or a wrap-around style? 

 
When choosing a style, such as traditional or contemporary, many options exist 
within this one decision!  For instance, if you like the more simple, neutral 
colours, a contemporary headboard with its clean lines provide the added touch, 
whether tufted or not. They can be mixed with metal or wood that have straight or 
gently curved lines.  

 
For a more traditional look, the sleigh bed is a classic that has survived.  Whether  
leather or cloth, it is still very popular, although leather seems to be the most 
common with this style. The graceful lines of an upholstered sleigh bed provide a 
luxury in any room.  When going the traditional route, the completely padded bed 



tends to provide a more complete look.  

Just as wingback chairs have stood the test of time, the same goes for padded 
wingback beds. And as we see today, they can surprisingly be modern or quite 
traditional, depending on the treatment.  The same comfort from the chair carries 
over to the bed. Wingbacks are available in both tufted or plain styles.  

And last but not least is the canopy bed. I remember as a child the sheltered and 
almost cocooned feeling they provide. When upholstered it can be even more 
comforting. 

When dealing with the elephant in the room, you want it spectacular.  Have an 
expert interior stylist help you with the selections to bring the room to life and 
enjoy it for many years to come.  It’s called a BEDroom for a reason, so make it 
the focal point.  And, don’t forget the bedding!  It’s the icing on the cake. 

 


